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Model:
SingleCycle
that factors that ultimately influence the likelihood

of aggressive behavior do so through at least one
of these three types of internal states. For example,
research has demonstrated that the short-term effects
of media violence on aggressive behavior are mediated primarily by aggressive cognitions. However,
aggressive affect and physiological arousal also play
a part in some cases.
The single-cycle episode of GAM continues with
decision and appraisal processes (Figure 2). It posits
that the contents of an individual's internal state both
influence and are influenced by these decision and
appraisal processes. Research regarding individuals'
attributions (e.g., Anderson, Krull, Weiner, 1996)
has shown that after a significant event occurs, an
individual will immediately attempt to determine why
it occurred. This initial appraisal can occur without
conscious awareness.Furthermore,the appraisal may
include behavioral response options. For example,
if someone believes he or she has been provoked, a
retaliatory response may occur as an immediate reaction. If an individual does not have the time, motivation, or cognitive resources to further evaluate his or
her initial attribution, then an impulsive, reactionary

Figure
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Proces
decide whether his or her initial attribution is both
ses
important and unsatisfying. If this is not the case, and
Within
the initial attribution is either unimportant or satisfythe
ing, then an impulsive behavior will likely occur. If

this is the case, then one or several reappraisals of
the event will occur. Reappraisals will continue to be
made until the individual is satisfied with the attribution or until a response is required, in which case
a thoughtful action will likely occur. Thoughtful or
impulsive actions can be either aggressive or nonaggressive,and reappraisal ofevents does notnecessarily guarantee that an initially hostile attribution will
be altered by reappraisal.
After an impulsive or thoughtful appraisal is
made, the ensuing behavior then feeds into the ongoing social encounter. The social encounter then influences the situational input for the next behavioral
cycle. This process is one basis for GAM's proposed
violence escalation cycle (Figure 3). 'When a hostile
attribution is made, it can be considered a triggering event for the violence escalation processes. These
hostile attributions may occur as a result of any
range of events, from mild provocation (e.g., being
bumped in the hallway) to severe provocation (e.g.,
being insulted). After being provoked, an individual
is likely to retaliate in a more severe manner than
warranted by the initial provocation. The individual
who made the initial perceived or actual provocation
is then likely to respond with an even more severe
retaliation, which leads to continued repetitions of
the cycle. General aggression model posits that media
violence (as well as other risk factors) influences the
knowledge structures that individuals retrieve when
making attributions to a significant event. They

therefore increase the likelihood that a triggering
event is perceived as hostile and guide the perceived
appropriate behavioral response.Research has demonstrated that a minor triggering event is more likely
to initiate a violence escalation cycle for individuals
high in trait aggressiveness than for nonaggressive
individuals
Distal Processes

General aggression model also incorporates several developmental processes in its understanding of
aggressive behavior (see upper portion of Figure I).
These distal processes focus on how continued exposure to aggression-related stimuli (such as media
violence) develops long-term aggressive personalities.
There are two primary types of factors that influence the development of an aggressive personality.
The first type involves biological modifiers such as
arousal, serotonin levels, hormonal imbalances,
and the possession of disorders such as attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). The second
type involves environmental influences on what
people learn and believe. These may include harsh
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or inconsistent parenting, cultural and community
influences, peer influences, exposure to violence, and
poverty. General aggression model proposes that
these two types of modifiers interact with each other
to influence the developmentofaggressive (or nonaggressive) personalities.
At its most fundamental level, GAM is considered
a social cognitive model of aggression. As individuals
continually interact with aggression-related stimuli,
they learn, rehearse, and reinforce aggression-related
knowledge structures, and each interaction serves as
a learning trial. Furthermore, observational learning plays a key role in the development of aggressive
tendencies. Individuals do not simply imitate aggressive behavior but also use the behavior of others as
a model through which to draw inferences to help
determine when aggressive responses are appropriate. As individuals find themselves in situations
that repeatedly evoke aggressive thoughts, feelings,
and behaviors, they continually develop aggressionrelated knowledge structures. These knowledge
structures are then "tapped into" when individuals interpret events and make decisions, ultimately
leading to an increased likelihood of aggressive
behavior. If the emitted aggressive behavior tends to
be successful—in other words, if it is reinforced by
the environment—then such thought, feeling, and
action patterns (scripts) become more likely avenues
of response in future situations. Of course, if the
environment (e.g., parents, peers) does not reinforce
aggressive behaviors, and especially if it instead
rewards nonaggressive solutions to conflict, then a
nonaggressive behavior style becomes more likely.
One of these proposed underlying processes
involves desensitization, defined as a reduction in
negative emotion–related physiological reactions
to viewing, thinking about, and planning real-life
violence (Carnagey, Anderson, Bushman, 2007).
Physiological reactivity is defined as the change in
various forms of negative emotional arousal such
as heart rate, perspiration, and skin conductance.
Multiple studies have established a relationship
between exposure to violent media and subsequent
desensitization. As individuals become desensitized
to violence,they experience a lessened negative emotional and physiological reaction to thoughts about
violence, essentially reducing normal emotional
inhibitions to behaving aggressively. In short, violence is experienced as less aversive and seen as more
acceptable.
Nicholas L. Carnagey and colleagues examined the effects of violent media on desensitization

as what to do in a fast-food restaurant. Such scripts
by randomly assigning participants to play a violent or nonviolent game and measuring physiguide our interpretation of events that we witness,
ological arousal both before and after game play.
but they also guide our behavior. Although many
Subsequently, participants viewed clips of real-life
behavioral scripts are universal within a given culture,
violence and had their physiological arousal meaothers are more regional or even idiosyncratic.
sured a third time. Participants who had played the
With regard to aggressive behavior, behavioral
violentgame showed significantly reduced physiologscripts inform individuals how and when aggressive
ical reactions to viewing the clips of real-life violence
responses are appropriate in a given social scenario.
compared with those who had just played a nonRoad rage, intimate partner abuse, and child abuse
violent game. Similarly, Brad J. Bushman and Craig
all appear to have scripted aggressive behaviors at
A. Anderson (2009) examined the effects of media
their core. Our experiences and individual characterviolence on helping behavior. Specifically, their studistics dictate, to some extent, what behavioral scripts
ies involved participants who played either a violent are encoded. As individuals are repeatedly exposed
or a nonviolent game (Study I), or who watched
to violence, whether in the form of violent media or
either a violent or nonviolent movie (Study 2),
real-life violence, they develop and reinforce aggresand were then given an opportunity to help a person sive behavioral scripts. As these scripts become
in need. In both studies, media violence exposure
increasingly available, individuals are more likely to
decreased helping behavior.
retrieve and use them when deciding when aggresA second process through which exposure to
sive responses are most appropriate. Contrastingly,
media violence leads to long-term developments of for those who are not frequently exposed to vioaggressive behavioral tendencies comes from the
lence, fewer scripts are developed, and for scripts
development of aggressive attitudes and beliefs.
that do exist, automatic retrieval is less likely. This
General aggression model points out that positive
tendency is reflected in research demonstrating
beliefs and attitudes toward violence should lead to
that long-term exposure to violent video games is
increased aggressive behavior. For example, when positively associated with an increased likelihood
aggressive responses are considered more socially
of perceiving ambiguous behavior as aggressive.
appropriate, individuals may be more likely to
Furthermore, short-term violent video game expoengage in aggressive behavior. General aggression
sure has been shown to increase the accessibility of
model argues that as aggressive behavior is positively
aggressive behavioral scripts.
reinforced, attitudes and beliefs toward aggressive
The formation of individuals' long-term aggresresponses to provoking situations are increasingly
sive tendencies as a result of violent media exposure
perceived as appropriate. This notion is supported
is also related to the development of aggressive perby a variety of studies in which playing violent ceptual schema. Perceptual schemas are knowledge
games was associated with more positive attitudes
structures that individuals draw upon to identify
toward violence. When positive attitudes toward
objects and scenarios. For example, individuals are
violence were taken into account, the relationship
able to identify a vehicle by drawing upon what
between violent video game play and aggression
is known about the qualities of vehicles (e.g., the
was nearly extinguished. Longitudinal research has
object moves, has wheels or some type of engine).
demonstrated that playing violent video games was
However, :ndividuals also use perceptual schema
associated with increased likelihood of believing
to identify complex social scenarios such as provoaggressive responses to be appropriate 30 months
cation by collecting and interpreting the variety of
following initial exposure. Furthermore, these beliefs
"cues" associated with provocation (e.g., an angry
were associated with increased aggressive behavior.
facial expression). These knowledge structures
This suggests that one of the routes through which
contain nodes that are linked together in semantic
violent media exposure leads to aggressive behavior
memory. Aggressive concepts such as "murder"
is by supporting and reinforcing positive attitudes
are repeatedly paired with similar concepts such as
and beliefs toward violence.
"gun" or "stab." Therefore, when one of these conAnother way in which individuals develop longcepts, or nodes, is activated, other associated nodes
term aggressive behavioral tendencies is through
are also activated. As events continually prime one
the development of aggressive behavioral scripts.
or more nodes within an associative network (such
A behavioral script is a mental representation of what
as aggression-related concepts), they reinforce the
events should occur given any social situation, such
network, making other nodes within that network

more likely to become activated. For instance, some
research has demonstrated that viewing aggressionrelated pictures (e.g., guns) led to faster responses
to aggression-related words (e.g., injure) than to
nonaggressive words. Similarly, research has been
conducted testing this hypothesis using wordfragment completion tasks. In these tasks, participants are asked to fill in the blanks of words that
can be completed to form either aggressive or nonaggressive words. For example, the word fragment
exp/o_e can be completed with the word explode or
explore. Other research has shown that participants
were more likely to complete word fragments with
aggressive words after playing a violent game than
after playing a nonviolent game.
Longitudinal research has further elucidated the
relationship between violent media exposure and
aggressive perceptual schema by studying a group
of elementary school children at two points during
the school year over a six-month period. They found
that for children who were repeatedly exposed to
violent video game play, increases in hostile attribution biases were more likely. General aggression
model posits that as these children continually reinforced aggression-related nodes within their semantic
network, these aggression-related concepts became
more heavily used, relied upon, and available. When
encountering an ambiguous situation, they were
therefore more likely to draw upon aggressionrelated concepts, ultimately leading to a tendency to
interpret the ambiguous behavior as aggressive.
Other research has also examined the relationship between violent media exposure and aggressive perceptual schema using a different but related
method. This research demonstrated that college
students who are exposed to high amounts of violent media are more likely to display highly accessible aggressive self-images. Taken as a whole, these
studies appear to demonstrate that exposure to
violent media influences the development of longterm aggression-related knowledge structures, and
as individuals are exposed to violent media, these
knowledge structures are activated and reinforced in
the moment. It is important to note, however, that
this collection of discussed knowledge structures is
not an exhaustive list but includes some of the most
important and well-researched to date.
Theoretical Extensions
General aggression model has been applied heavily to research regarding the effects of media on

aggression and is one of the most cited contemporary theoretical models in media effects research
on aggression. However, its applications are not
merely limited to media effects research, nor was it
ever intended as merely a model for media effects.
Instead, as a general model of aggression, GAM
can be and is applied to numerous other aggression
research topics. These include (but are certainly not
limited to) provocation, intimate partner violence,
intergroup violence, global climate change effects
on violence, and suicide. Another prominent example involves the "weapons effect." It has been long
understood that the presence of a weapon leads to
an increase in aggressive behavior. As was mentioned previously, GAM predicts that this occurs
as a result of the knowledge structures associated
with weapons. Because weapons are often closely
linked in memory to aggression-related concepts
(e.g., murder, kill), activation of a single concept
(e.g., the presence of a weapon) leads to a spreading activation of similar concepts. However, GAM
points out that this spreading activation is dependent on any given individual's personal history and
the nature of the knowledge structures that are
activated.
Research by Bruce D. Bartholow and colleagues
(2005) directly tested this by recruiting participants
who reported their leisure activities either to include
hunting or to not include hunting. In their first
experiment, they determined that hunters reported
more positive and less aggressive associations with
guns used for hunting than did nonhunters. In their
second and third experiments, exposure to images
of hunting guns was associated with higher levels
of aggressive thoughts and behavior for nonhunters as compared to hunters. This effect, according to GAM, occurs as a result of the associations
that hunters have regarding guns used for hunting.
Because these individuals view guns used for hunting
as a tool for leisure and sport rather than aggression
and harm toward other people, fewer aggressionrelated concepts are simultaneously activated—
leading to lessened aggressive responses compared
with those whose knowledge structures strongly
connect guns used for hunting with aggression
and harm toward others.
General aggression model has also been modified to apply to nonaggressive learning tendencies
in what is called the general learning model (GLM).
Of course, not all media depict violent content. For
example, some media, including video games, portray prosocial content. Theoretically, many of the

same processes through which individuals develop
aggressive tendencies will also apply to (in this case)
prosocial tendencies. Much like GAM, exposure to
prosocial content in media leads to both long-term
and immediate prosocial tendencies. Other research
has demonstrated that individuals who played more
prosocial games were more likely to behave prosocially in the future. Furthermore, playing a prosocial
game increased the likelihood of a student participant helping another student in need.
Craig A. Anderson and Christopher Groves
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Psychology of Violence; Cognitive Script Theory and
the Dynamics of Cognitive Scripting; Effects From
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GENETICSOFAGGRESSIVE
BEHAVIOR
In many respects, aggression serves as the raw material that drives conduct problems across the life
course. Whether assessing difficult temperament in
infancy and toddlerhood, seli-regulation deficits in
childhood, delinquency in adolescence, or criminal
violence in adulthood, aggression-defined as a
behavior directed toward another person with the
intention of doing harm (Anderson Bushman,
2002)-is the fundamental, elemental construct

